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Leomie Anderson is an internationally
renowned model and entrepreneur. 

Leomie Anderson is an internationally
renowned model and entrepreneur. First
scouted in South London aged 14,
Leomie has walked the catwalk for the
likes of Marc Jacobs, Vivienne Westwood
and Tom Ford, has fronted major beauty
campaigns for Fenty beauty and Pat
McGrath, and in 2015 was cast as a
Victoria’s Secret model. In 2019 she got
her wings and became a Victoria's Secret
Angel. 
Leomie has graced the TEDx stage twice
to discuss her experience of being a
black woman in the industry and in 2017
set up LAPP the brand, initially a blog
designed to give a platform to unheard
voices, it later spun off into an athleisure-
wear brand aimed at “fly, strong,
independent women.” 

Age 28

Don’t judge a book by its cover – we
are all on our own journey.

Home is where you feel most
at peace.

Make sure you have full control
over your money and money
doesn’t control you. 

Make sure to switch off. Recharge
your batteries with people who
make you feel loved and
grounded.
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The Rules By Which Leomie Lives



Your career plan or blueprint...
I don't necessarily plan each year but I have an outline of goals I want to manifest for myself. 

Best job I’ve ever had...
Walking the Victoria's Secret show when I got my wings and came out to The Weekend playing
for my performance. And I had my two best friends in the audience, as well!

My superpower is... 
My talking ability. When I first started doing interviews and would read them back, I thought
that they didn't sound like me, so I had to perfect how I portrayed myself. 

The most useful skill I’ve had to develop...
My resilience and my drive. When you have to do a lot of talking about the same thing all the
time, you have to make it feel new.

Biggest mistake I have made...
I've made so many! Probably not getting out of the relationship with my ex-boyfriend sooner
because if I did, I wouldn't have experienced so much stress so early on while living in New
York. But by the same token, it is going to make for an amazing Netflix series, so at least I can
turn my trauma into triumph.

My ultimate career goal is...
Nothing to do with modelling! I want LAPP to become one of the biggest athleisure-wear brands
out there. 

A life-lesson they don’t teach you at university...
Financial literacy. You need to understand your finances and taxes. It's not taught in schools and
it can shape someone's entire life, from being in debt to learning how to save.

If I could tell my 18-year-old self one thing...
DON'T DO IT! And whatever my 18-year old-self decides to apply that to, good for her!

My work-life mantra is...
Life is for living. Even when things are not going the way I want them to go, at least I am alive,
living my life. I don't ever want to wake up and feel like I am just doing - I want to be living in
the moment.  

The book that has most inspired me is...
The Hunger Games. It's the most reflective of the modelling industry... 

One thing I know now that I wish I'd known sooner...
People's opinions and perceptions of you don't matter as long as you are happy within yourself.
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